
Lords of the Arctic - Arctic Fox Chat 

Theme: Survival skills in the Arctic 

 

Animal Bios 

Name: Sly 

DOB: May 20, 2012 

Weight: 5-7 lbs 

Diet: 1-2cups exotic canine chow and 10-14oz ground beef* 

 

Name: Vixen 

DOB: May 20, 2012 

Weight:  5-7 lbs 

Diet: 1-2cups exotic canine chow and 10-14oz ground beef* 

 

*on alternating days, they either get 1 chick or 1 mouse plus 1 hardboiled egg or 1 part 

apple/pear. Enrichment items, like the mealworms fed out during the chats, consist of grapes, 

berries, peanut butter, kiwi, capelin, mealworms, etc. 

 

Introduction 

 

Hi, my name is _________, and I’m so excited to welcome you to the Cincinnati Zoo and 

Botanical Garden’s Arctic Fox exhibit. 

Everyone say “hi” to our very own foxes, Sly and Vixen, who are __ years old. These girls are 

sisters who came to us as pups just last fall and have grown very comfortable here at their new 

home in the Zoo. Generally, foxes are shy and reserved animals, which explains why they may 

prefer to hang out at the top of their exhibit and keep watch over everyone that comes to visit 

with them. 

Arctic foxes, also known “white foxes,” are found in very cold, treeless places called the tundra. 

This type of habitat exists in the most northern parts of this hemisphere in places like Alaska, 

northern Canada, and even Greenland. In fact, in Greenland, the arctic fox is the only native 

land mammal!  

Living in the extreme conditions of the Arctic, they have lots of adaptations that help them to 

survive. They are small, weighing from 6-10 pounds with short limbs and lots of fur. You can see 

that they are shorter, almost built like a domestic cat, and have a long tail which makes up 

about 30-35 % of its body. 



Adaptations 

Now, like I said earlier, these foxes have lots of really neat adaptations. With the conditions in 

the tundra reaching highs of 50 degrees for just one month out of the year, arctic foxes must be 

equipped for survival. If you look closely, their paws looks are really furry.  (can anyone guess 

why? ) It is so they can walk through even deep snow without having to worry about getting 

frostbite.  

They also have excellent hearing – check out their wide, front-facing ears. They are able to 

locate prey even under the snow! When the fox hears its prey, it leaps into the air and nose-

dives straight down to where they heard their dinner. 

Diet 

These guys are omnivorous. Can anyone tell me what this means? This means that they are able 

to eat both vegetation and meat. Part of their diet in the wild would include lemmings (which 

are small rodents), ground squirrels, arctic hares, berries, and even a polar bear’s leftovers!  

Here at the zoo, we feed them beef, eggs, chicks, apples, pears, mealworms, berries, peanut 

butter – since they are omnivores, they are able to eat a lot of different foods (like we are) so 

we like to make sure that their diet is diverse so all of their food groups are covered. 

Habitat 

Now in Ohio, everyone is very familiar with our four seasons – summer, fall, winter, and spring. 

The arctic tundra is pretty different than it is here! Where these foxes live, there are only very 

long winters and short summers.  These animals are unique in that they are the only ones in the 

dog, or canid, family that can change colors depending on the season. Talk about always being 

in fashion! They are designed to have the warmest fur in the winter – a coat that is actually 

thicker and more insulating than a polar bear’s. So, in the “warm” summer they have a thinner 

coat that is a grey-ish brown color to match the surroundings with the melted snow. However, 

in the winter, they sport a thick fluffy winter coat that is white to match the snow.  

If you look carefully, do you see their bright yellow-orange eyes? These help serve a purpose of 

preventing damaging effects from the sun, just like our sunglasses. The glare of light from the 

sun off the ice can be very strong, since in the summertime, the sun shines 24 hours a day. 

Conservation 

Here at the CZBG we have created a Saving Species Campaign. We want to make it easy for 

those interested in doing something to help save wildlife and wild places to do so.  With this 

campaign there are two actions you can take.  Round up to the nearest dollar when shopping at 



our food and retail establishments here at the zoo, or bring in and donate your old cell phones!  

You do one or both of these things and we will do the rest.  Together we can help save wildlife!  

I hope you have enjoyed watching our arctic foxes in their new home here at the Cincinnati 

Zoo! If you have any questions, feel free to ask. There's still a lot more to do and see here at the 

zoo. (Point them in the direction of other animal encounters.) 

 

 


